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                              Abstract

   A H dibaryon search via (Kwh , K+) reactions has been performed with a novel
visual detector, scintillaÅíing fibers, as a triggerable active target using KEK 12-GeV
ProtoR Synchrotron. The target is made of 30,OOO plastic scintillating fibers and
viewed by two sets of image intensifier tubes. The tracks are clearly identified as
the images of photons in the pictures obtained with the image intensifier tubes.
The position resolution of tracks has been obtained to be 290 Ym. The target has
been used for detecting three-dimensional images of (K" , K+) reactions and decay

products of the H. The H dibaryon through the direct production process, K- +
C -nt+ K+ + H + X followed by the sequential weak-decay, H . 2 ' + p, then
Åí- "'+ rr ww + n, has been searched in about 8,OOO pictures of (K-, K+) reactions

obtained with the target.

   No evidence for the N has been observed. The upper limit for the production
cross section of H has been obtained to be O.35 pt b to O.5 pt b for the H mass of
22eO to 2230 MeVlc2 and the lifetime of 10-iO to lenv9 with assumption that the
decay branching ratio for Åí - p channel is 1009o.

1 Intreductien

J.1 Hdibaryon
In spite of the complex aspect of non-pertubative QCD, a simple picture of the naive

quark-model of hadron, in which there are 3 quarks (qqg) in a baryon and quark-
antiquark (ga) in a meson, has been successful for describing the attributes of hadrons

such as the charge, spin, and the magnetic moment.

    An extension of the quark picture leads us to possible existence of multiquark

states (g"aM), so-called exotic hadrons. Both theoretical and experimental studies

have been made on exotic hadrons ll].
    A six quark state (q6) was studied by Jaffe iR the framework of the MIT-bag

model in 1977 [2]. He proposed tke existence of a fiavor-singlet dihyperon (uuddss),

the H dibaryon, which has strangeness -2 and is an iso-singlet (I==O) and spin-singlet (J

=:O) state. The predicted mass is 2150 MeVlc2 so that the H is stable against strong

decay into A A (2MA =:2230MeVlc2). Such a large binding eRergy is originated in

the "color magnetic interaction" due to the one-gluon exchage between quarks.

    Since then, many papers have been devoted to calculate its mass with various
models, such as the bag model [3, 4, 5], the quark cluster model [6, 7, 8], the skyrme
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model [9, 10], the Lattice QCD [11] and so on. Many of these calculations suggest

that the H is bound althougk predicted masses are scattered in wide raRge (1800
MeVlc2 --- 2A mass).

1.2 Experiinentalstudies

Experimental studies have been made to search for the H in two ways. One is to
search for the sigRal iR the missing mass spectrum for the production channel. The
other is direct detectioR of the decay products.

    At BNL, the H was searched for in the missing mass spectrum of the reaction p
+ p -.F K- " K+ ÅÄ H. It gave an upper limit for the production cross sectioR, 30-

130 Rb in the MH range from 2000 MeVlc2 to 2500 MeVlc2 (90e/o C.L.) [12], whereas

the expected production cross section [13] is two orders of magnitude smaller than the

obtained limiÅí.

    Recently, observations of several weak-decay events of the H have been reported

by a group from Dubna. A propane bubble chamber has beeR exposed to 10-GeVlc
proton beams [14, 15]. They have claimed by means of a kinematically fitting method

that neutral "Vee" particles have been iRtepreted as the N decaying into SLrt..- p.

Another experiment has shown the H --+ Ap rr - decay in a spark ckamber with a Cu

target exposed to Reutrofi beam [16]. There remains, however, other possib}e
interpretations for tkese eveRts [17]. The H -+ 2ump event can be faked by inelastic

scattering of A such as A -l- n --•F 2ww +p. TheN --. Ap rrma event can be faked by

a two A production event where one of the A changes the direction by the elastic
scattering. The identification of double strangeness transfer at the production point

of H is indispensable to deny such interpretations. .
   Dover et a} pointed out in 1982 [18, 29] that the (KM, K") reactien on a nucleus

target is a good channel for this purpose. In this reaction two production processes of

the H are considered. One is the direct H productioR process;

                         K"+ ipP) -+ K+ +H, (1)
where (pp) is a proton pair inside a nucleus. The other is the Z. " absorptioR process;

                          mue.-+ lp) --+ H+ x, (2)
where (p) is a protoR in anucleus. The :. rm produced viaa (KM,K") reaction is

slowed down by ionization and is captured in an atornic orbit.

    In 1989 an emulsioR-counter hybrid experiment (KEK-E176) usiRg Åíhe (K-, KM')

reaction was performed at KEK. In this experiment, (K-, K") interaction points
were determiRed with a K+ -spectrometer and :' lh's produced at the first vertex were

tagged. Tlte H was searched in (Kww, K-i-) reactions as well as in :.- absoption
reactions with the emulsion target. Tke signal of the direct H production via (Kww , K')

reaction was searcked in the K+ momentum spectrum. The result gave aB upper

limit for the production cross sectioR to be O.29(o-O.691o (909(o C.L.) of the quasi-free

:'- production iR tke mass range of 1900 MeVlc2-2160 MeVlc2 [2e]. The decay

products of ll "- Åírm p ckannel were also searched in the volume of 1 mm3 around the

:. ww  absorption points in emulsion. No evidence of the H decay was found, and the
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upper limit for the H production was deduced as 69o (9e9o C.L.) [21]. The result,
however, was limited for tke H with short life (g10-iOsec) due to the small fiduciai

volurne of the scanning. Therefore, the question is still opeR for the H witk longer
lifetime ( ) le- iesec) .

    Another information is derived from the studies of double A hyper-nuclei. In
KEK-E176, a few cascade weak decays of double A ltyper-nuclei were found iR about

IOO candidates of Z.- absorption at rest in emulsion [22]. ORe of the events was
determined as either A'AO Be or AiA3 B. Tlte binding eRergy of 2A (BAA) was
deterrnined to be 8.5 Å} O.7 MeV for AiR Be or 27.6 Å} O.7 MeV for A'X B. If the H

mass is less than 2A mass, the transition A AA Z - H +A-2 Z takes place through the

strong interaction. Thus the lower limit of the H mass might be deduced to be 2203.7
Å} O.7 MeVlc2 from the larger B A A . However, the possibility is stiil open for the H

heavier than 2200 MeVlc2. Tkere has been, so far, no definite answer to its

exlstence.

1.3 Motiyation of the present experiment

Although the nuclear emulsion method has a very high spatial resolution (-1 pt m),

the effective volume to search for weak-decay preducts of neutral particles is Hmited
within 1 mm3, and the number of exposed beam particles is lifnited since it has no

time resolution. The limits in previous experiments can be overcome by a couRter
kybrid technique together with a Rovel active target which has a large effective volume

aRd a good time resolution.

    Recently, scintiliating fiber detectors have been developed for high--resolution

trackers [24, 25, 26, 27] and active targets I28, 29, 30, 31] for high-energy physics

experlments.
    We have developed a new type of visual detecter, SCIFI-target, which has worked

as a triggerable active target, utilizing plastic sciRtillatiRg fibers aRd image intensifier

tubes [32]. The present experirr}ent (KSK-E224) has beeR planned usiRg this detector
to obtain pure (K-, K-tr) reactions with ltigher statistics than the previous experiments

and to search for the H both via the direct process shown in Eq. 1 and via the :.-

absorption process as shown in Hg. 2 by observing its decay products such as H - Åí-

p•
    This detector can provide visual image of (KM , K"- ) reactions, the following

secondary interactions and the decay products. Because of fast gating operatioR, most

of the tracks due to background reactions have been eliminated in the picture.
Therefore, it is easy to identify a neutral particle from its decay mode. These unique

advantages of the SCIFI-target provide us a new metltod for studying of the H
dibaryon, and opefi a new field of kyperon physics at intermediate energy region.

   In this paper we focus on the study of the direct H production iR the mass raRge
from 2200 to 2230 MeVlc2 by means of the observation of the decay products in the

SCIFI-target. Since tke direct H productioR is a quasi-free reactiofi, a possible signal

of H production can be identified as a peak iR the K" mofnentum spectra iR tlte

reaction skown in Eq. 1. Fof heavier H mass of interest, however, the peak
correspondiRg to the H production is hardly separated from a Iarge tail of the quasi-
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free :.- production process in the K+ momentum spectrum. Therefore, the
existence of the H could be examined by means of the observation of its decay
products in the pictures obtained with the SCIFI-target. The H has been identified as

the weak decay sequence;

                     H.X-+P, then X'-m+n. (3)
    The present experiment was performed at the K2 beam line in KEK 12-GeV
Proton Synchrotron. The SCIFI-target was exposed to 1.66-GeVlc K-  beam with the
intensity of 2 Å~ 1041spill. The momenta and velocities of the incident and scattered

particles were analyzed with high resolution spectrometers both upstream and
downstream of the target. Using information from the spectrometers, the double
strangeness transfer at the first vertex were confirmed. Thus only the data on (K7, K+)

reactions in the SCIFI-target have been analyzed. About 8,ooO pictures of (K-, K')

reaction have beeen collected and analyzed to search for the H.

    The experimental setup is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the

SCIFI-target in detail, including the data handling method and the basic performance

of the SCIFI-target. We describe the procedure for the analysis of the direct H
production search in Section 4. The results and discussions are given in Section 5.

The conclusion is given in Section 6. '

2 ExJperimental setup

We briefly summarize our experimental setup except the SCIFI-target, which is

described in Section 3.

2.1 KEK K2 beam line
The experiment was performed at the K2 beam line in KEK 12-GeV Proton
Synchrotron (PS). The specification of the K2 beam line is listed in Table 1.
Primary protons were extracted from the PS during two seconds after every two
seconds of acceleration cycle, and transported to the primary target point of the K2

beam 1ine. A schematic view of the K2 beam line is shown in Fig. 1. The K2 beam
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Table l. The specificaÅíiofl of the K2 beam line.

401

beam length

prlmary target

production angle

momentum range
angular acceptance

beam size(r.m.s.)

momentum byte

         28.9 m
platinum(6 mmX3 mmX60 mm)
        O degree
      1-2.1 6eVlc
Å}50 mrad.(H) Å~ Å}6.5 mrad.(V)

   7.8 mm(H) Å~5.8 mm(V)

         3.60/o

line was designed to produce an enriched kaon beam with the momentum of 1 GeVlc
to 2 GeVlc. The production target is made of a platiRum rod with the size of 6 mm

wide, 3 mm thick aRd 60 mm long. The secondary particles of Kww , rrww and P
produced in the directioR of e degree were bent with the dipole magnet Dl by 23

degree. The beam was focused at the position of the momentum slit by quadrupole
magRets Ql and Q2. Then it passed through an electro-static mass separator (SEP)

of 6 m long wkich had electrodes with 10-cm gap providing electro-statical field of

60KVIcm vertically. The particles were splitted in respect of the mass by SEP, and

tlteR vertically focused by quadrupole magnets Q3 and Q4 at the position of the mass

slit with a gap of lmm whick discrimikated KM's from rrww 's and P's. The vertical

position of the K- was adjusted by the correction magnet (CM) in order to get the

highest yield of K-'s. Finally, the beam was bent and focused on tke SCIFI-target by

tke dipole magnet D2 aRd the quadrupole magRets Q6 and Q7.
   We used the K- of 1.66 GeVlc, since it gave maximum yields for the (Kww , K-")

reactioR. Typical intensity of K- was 2Å~ 10`lspill vvith the primary proton of 2.1 Å~

10i2/spill. Typical K-1 rr- ratio was l14.

2.2 Beain spectrometer

   The identification and the tracking of the incident particles were performed with
two scilltillation counters (Tl, T2), a silica aerogel (i]ereAkov coupter (BAC) and 5

sets of multi-wire proportioRal chambers (BPCI - 5). These couRters were placed
upstream of the SCIFI-target as shown in Fig. 2.

   The Tl and T2 are made of plastic scintillators (NE pilot-U) of 5 mm thick, 5 cm

high, and 10cm and 5 cm wide, respectively. Eaclt of them was viewed by two sets of

pkoto-tubes (HAMAMATSU R2083) from both ends. The Tl and T2 were located 6
m apart from each otker. The signa} from tltem were used to get the time-of-flight
information of tke iRcident particles with the resolutiofi of 85 psec (r.m.s.).

   Blocks of slica aerogel (BAC) were used to eliminate rrww, Yww and eww in the
incideRt beam. They had a refractive index of 1.041 which correspofided to the B
threshold of O.961 for the Cerenkov radiation. The blocks had sizes of 8 crn wide, 8

cm high and 3 cm thick and were viewed by a photo-tube (HAMAMATSU R1250).
It was sensitive to the Cerenkov light from the incident rrww of 1.66 GeVlc ( i9 =:O.997)

but was Rot sensitive to the incideBt K- with the same momeRtum (P ==O.959). Tke

rejection efficiency for the rrM was more than 999o.

   The BPC's were MWPC's having anode wires with 1 mm spacing and carbon-
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       Fig. 2. The top view of the experimental setup. a) The beam spectrometer. b)
             The K + -spectrometer. See the text about the description of each

             component.

coated cathode planes. The "magic gas", mixture of Ar, freon (CF3Br), C4Hio and

methylal with mixing ratio of 73:24:O.5:3 was used for BPC's. The incident particles

were tracked with BPCI, BPC2 and BPC3 located upstream of D2, and BPC4 and
BPC5 Iocated downstream. The tracks obtained with BPC's were used to determine
the momenta of the incident particles and gave the positions in the SCIFI-target.

2.3 K'-spectrometer

2.3.1 Spectrometermagnet
The window-frame-type dipole magnet was located 130 cm downstream of the target,

which anayzed the momenta of scattered particles. The pole piece was 80 cm long,

50 cm high and 100 cm wide. The end-guard plates of 8 cm thick were equipped both

upstream and downstream of the magnet. The aperture of the downstream end-guard

was 100 cm wide and 60 cm high, whereas the upstream one was 50 cm wide and 30 .

cm high. The direction of the magnet was rotated by O.15 rad. with respect to the

beam direction. The maximum field strength was 1.1 T and B•dl was 1.08 T•m for
particles with momentum of O.8-1.3 GeVlc.

2.3.2 Driftchambers
The drift chambers DCI, DC2 and DC3 were located downstream of the SCIFI-target

to track the scattered particles. The DCI was placed at the entrance of the
spectrometer magnet. The DC2 was located just downstream of the spectrometer
magnet. The DC3 was located 120 cm downstream of the DC2.
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             view and b) the side view. The SCIFI-target was installed inside of CDC.
             The side view of the SCIFI-target and read-out systern are shown in c)
             The side cut view of SCIFI-target, e) the front view
             view of the target are shown.

    The cylindrical drift chambers (CDC), which surrounded the SCIFI-target as
shown in Fig 3, was used to detect reaction products escaped from the SCIFI-target as
well as the incident K-'s and the outgoing K"s. The inner radius of the CDC was

16 cm, and the outer radius was 38.4 cm. The height of CDC was 90 cm. The CDC
consisted of 6 vertical layers and 2 stereo layers with wires tilted by 5.71e to the

vertical direction. The anode wires were made of gold-plated tungsten of 20 gmm Åë .

The potential and field-shaping wires were made of gold-plated Cu-Be of 100 ia m Åë .

The typical efficiency was 939o to 969o. The position resolution was 270 iam.

    Mixed gas of Ar-ethane (1:1) was used for the drift chambers. The specifications

of the DC's are summarized in Table. 2.

   -      ICXinlm  -      ]24mm
   D front view (cut view)

       a) the top

           . d)
and D the front cut

Table 2. The specification of the drift chambers.

chamber DCI DC2 DC3
         plane
  anode-wire spacing (mm)

    number of read wire

  sensitive area XÅ~Y (cm)

   typicall efficiency (9o)

position resolution (Am r.m.s.)

     XX'YU
       10
 XX':481Y:32fU:40

     50Å~35
      99.5
XX':220N:4001U:200

   XX'YY'
     9
XX':128NY':96
   120Å~120

    90.3
XX':230NY':270

   XX'YY'
  X:56N:60
XX':32NY':16

   180Å~90
    93.5
XX':310NY::390
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2.3.3 Aerogel 6erenkov counterfor spectrometer

The silica aerogel eerenkov counter (SAC) with sensitive area of 20e cm wide and 100

cm high was located downstream of the DC3. It eliminated tlte contamination of x"

's in the scattered particles. The refractive index of the silica aerogel was 1.041 which

corresponded to the B thresho}d value of O.961. The silica aerogel blocks of 25 cmX

25 cmÅ~3 cm were stacked in three layers along the beam direction. The blocks were
installed in a diffusion box of which walls were covered witk white paper (Milipore).

The box was viewed by 38 photo-tubes (KAMAMATSU R1250 and RCA 8854) from
the top and bottom. The averaged number of photo-e}ectrons was about 3 for the
minimum ionizing particle. The trigger efficiency for K' of 1.6 GeVlc was 85%, and

the efficiency for rr" with a momentum above 1 GeVlc was 9e91e.

2.3.4 Scintillationcounters •'' '
                         '                        '                       '                 tt tt ttThere were three hodoscopes and one veto counter which were made of plastic
scintillators. The specification of the hodoscopes are summarized in Table. 3. The

forward TOF hodoscope was used for the "time-of-flight" measurement to obtaiR the

velocity of the scattered particles. The "time-of-flight" (TOF) of scattered particles

were measured between the T2 counter and the forward TOF hodoscope (FTOF).
The rrOF was located 5 m dowRstream of the SCIFI-target. The typical resolution

was 210 psec (r.m.s). Each counter of FTOF provided the vertical hit position by

means of the time difference between the signal from two photo-tubes of both ends.
The spatial resolution of 14.8 mm (r.m.s) was obtained.

   The hodoscope CH was located just upstream of the spectrometer magnet and
used to provide the scattering angles of particles for the first-level trigger as well as the

second-level trigger. The hodoscope YK was placed just upstream of SAC to defined

the geometrical acceptance of the spectrometer which was O.09 sr. for the partiele with

the momentum of 1.1 GeVlc. The non-interacting beam veto counter (BV) was a
plastic scintillation counter p!aced just upstream the spectrometer magnet. It was

used to veto non-interactiRg K-'s. This counter cevered the angular accesptance ef

e S O.063 rad. to the beam trajectorY.

Tab}e 3. The specification of the hodoscopes.

hodoscope CH YH FTOF
   direction

number of counter

 dimension (cm)

   read out

     X
     12
3.5,V Å~ 1 7h Å~ o.lt

  single side

     Y
      6
196'Y Å~ 16h Å~ o.4t

   both side

      X
      24
12}V Å~ 13ohl12oh Å~ 3t

    both side

2.4 Trigger logic and data acquisition

The trigger was consist of two Ievels. The first levei trigger was made with
information from sevral counters. The coiRcidence signai of tlte two beam counters

Tl and T2 with the veto-sigRal from BAC was used to define the incident Kww . The

Kua which didn't interact in the target was rejected with tlte veto signal from the BV

counter. The outgoing partic}es with positive charge were selected by the matrix-
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coincidence-logic (cltarge trigger) whiclt ideRtified the charge with the bending angle

deduced from the combination of the hit positions of CH and ]FTOF. Then "K"'

was defined as the coincidence signal of CH and FTOF with the veto sigRal from SAC
for rr"s rejection. In addition, a signal from YH was required in order to reject

neutral particles. Tlte first-level trigger was applied to the second stages of the IIT's,

and it initiated the DAQ sequence for the spectrometer system. Standard CAMAC

and TKO system were used for the DAQ. The digitized data were stored in
CAMAC memory modules, then read out by a computer every at the end of spill.
    The events selected by the first-level trigger contained (K- , p) reactions as the
major backgrounds. Pure K+'s were selected as the produced particles in the second-

level trigger using information of the mass which was obtained by the time-of-fiight

between FI'OF and T2 as well as hit positions at CH and FTOF.

    The trigger rate of protons were reduced by factor of le by means of this
procedure. The efficiency was greater than 909o for the K" with the momentum

larger than 70e MeVlc. A typical trigger rate was 55 Kz for the first-Ievel trigger and
10 Hz for the second level trigger with the Kww's of 1Å~1041sec.

   The second-level trigger was applied to the third stage of the IIT's, and it initiated

the DAQ sequence of the SCIFI-data, which were read out continuously by VME
computers. The correspondence between the spectrometer data and the SCIFI-data
was made by the sequential event number, which were fed iRto both of the DAQ
systems.

3 The SCIFI-target system and the metked of data analysis

3.1 Structure ofSCIIFI-target

3.1.1 Scintillatingfiberblock

The SCIFI-target consisted of about 30,OOe plastic scintillating fibers ef 20cm long.

The scintillating fiber (KURARY SF-81) had a square cross section with the
dimension of 500 ptmÅ~500 pt m. The core size was 480 ptm square, and the clad
thickness was 20 pt m. The core material was made from polystyrene of which
refractive index was 1.59 and density was 1.06 glcm3. The cladding material was

made from poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) of which refractive index was 1.49 aRd
density was 1.18 glcm3. The spectrum of the transmitted light had a peak at 437 nfn.

    The schematic view of tke scintillatiRg fiber block is shown in Fig. 3-d), e) and f).

Sheets which consisted of 160 fibers were stacked alternately in the X (horizontal) afid

the Y (vertical) directions to provide three-dimensioRal views of the tracks of particle.

lrhe Rumber of stacked fiber-sheets was 92 for eack direction. The sheets were bonded

with black acryiic glue of 50 pt m thick, which also worked as extra mural absorber

(EMA) in order to eliminate crosstalks of photons over the sheets. Overall effective

areas were 8 cm Å~ 10 cm.in botk X-Z and Y-Z planes. The sizes of the images were

reduced to 8 cm Å~7.8 cm on the readout surfaces where the sheets were stacked with

spacers of 350 pt m in thickness alternately. The stack of sheets was mounted in aR

acrylic case of 1 cm thick. The other ends of fibers were equipped with LED light

sources through holes on aluminum plates for providing the position references.
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3.1.2 Image intensilfier tube

The SCIFI-target was viewed by two sets of the image intensifier tube (IIT), which

ampHfied the photon images of tracks and were gated with external triggers in order to

select events of interest. The IIT's (Deift PPO04e) were assemblies of 3 stages of

image intensifiers.

   The first stage was of an electrostatic type operated with DC voltage of 20 KV.
The diarneter of the input window was 80 mm Åë , and that of the output window was

18 mm Åë . Both input and output windows were made of glass fibers with diameter of

10 pt m. The photo-cathode of the input window was equipped with S20. The
photons from the scintillating fiber were converted to photo-electroRs, and the image

was demagnified by factor 5 with an electrostatic Iens. Photons were produced by
means of the bombardment of photo-electrons on P24 phosphor, of which decay time

was 2.4 pt sec, at the front of the output window made of optical fiber. Average

production rate of photon per electroil was 8 in tke case that the voltage applied

between the cathode and the anode was 2e KV.

    In the second stage a micro-channel-plate (MCP) was used to multiply photo-
electrons. Owing to the MCP, it had high photon gain with rather low voltage (103 at

750 V) and was easily triggered by changing the applied voltage between the cathode

and the MCP. The MCP was gated by the first-level trigger as described later. The

input and output windows had the diameters of 18 mm. The photo-cathode was
made of S2e. The output window was equipped witlt P20 phosphor of which decay
time was approximately 50 pt sec. The third stage was the same device as the second

stage, whereas the MCP was gated with the second level trigger.

   The IIT's were put in the magnetic shield to eliminate the fringing field of the

spectrometer magnet, since the effect to tlte trajectories of photo-electrons caused

distortion of image. The shield consisted of two layers, the outer layer made of iron

(SS-41) of 25 mm tkick, and tlte inner layer made of pt -metal (TMC-V) of 2 mm

thick. The field along the tube direction in the shield was about 3 gauss for the

vertical IIT and about 1.5 gauss for the horizontal IIT whereas 30 gauss was
measuered outside of the sheild.

    Since photon emission from the phosphor continued during the decay time of
phosphorescence, the time resolution of the IIT was determined by the decay time,

and the phosphor played a role of "optical delay" of the image. It enabled us to

select images of interest using trigger pulses from the counter system. Considering
the beam intensity (105fsec) of the present experiment, we used the IIT's of electro-

static type with the phosphor whose decay time was 2.4 pt sec in order to prevent the

exposure for more than two events in one picture. The decision tirne of the first-level

trigger was 300 ns, thus the image had to be kept for the period. The fust-level

trigger was used te open the gate of the second stage, which kept the image for the

phosphor decay time of 50 # sec. The second-level trigger was applied to the third

stage, of which output was detected with a CCD camera.

3.1.3 CCD yideo camera and image digitizer

The photon images amplified with each IIT were viewed by a charge-coupled-device

(CCD) camera through the optical iens systems. The lens system consisted of
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compound ienses of 135 mm and 50 mm coupled in tandem, where the lens of 135 mm

attached reversely. The lens system demagnified the images from 16 mm to 6.6 mm
for matching the image size to CCD-chip size. The CCD camera (SONY XC-77)
contained a CCD-chip having 768Å~493 pixels of 11.0 ptmÅ~13.0 #m. Since every
two pixels were packed into one in the digitization, the effective pixel size was 22.0 Y

mÅ~13.0 ptm. The size of the CCD-chip was 8.8 mmX6.6 mm.
,,,,,E•,gS.N.',S,C,\•EE8,:,Sign,gLs,,2ram,th.e..Cg.D,7g,m,e;gs,ws,r,e,8.'f;/rzg,d,t%hste,,illgs,ke,

and generated two-dimensional coordinates of each CCD pixel. The CCG module
initiated a seguence of digitization when the second-level trigger occurred. A "CCD

busy" signal was asserted during the read-out sequence in order to prohibit image

20sVei:lsaePc.dUe tO anOther traCkr...The deadtirne due to the CCD read-out was effectively

    The pulse heights of the video signals were digitized into 7-bit data of brightness for

each pixel. Then the pixel data, which consisted of 10-bits for the X-coordinate, 9-bits

for the Y-coordinates, 7-bits for the brightness and 6-bits for the serial evgnt number,

were stored in FIFO memory when the brightness was above the preset threshold.

    A typical number of pixels for one event was about 2,OOO, while the FIIFO buffer

memory coul'd storage the data ef about 4,OOe pixels. The data in each FIFO module

were continuously read out by a standard VME FYFO module, whenever the FIIFO
buffer memory was not empty.

3.2 Basic performance of tlte SCIFI-data

    Figure 4-a) shows typical pictures of a rr- of 1.6 GeVlc, a minimum ionizing

particle (MIP) in the SCIFI--target. The left picture shows the X-Z projection
obtained by the vertical IIT and the right picture shows the Y-Z projection obtained

by the horizontal IIT. The gray-scale of small rectangles in Fig. 4-b) represents the

brightness of the CCD pixels after pedestal subtraction. The fiducial areas defined by

the size of the IIT and the CCD are shown as the areas surrounded with the lines in

the pictures.

    Most of the clusters of the rectangles shovvn in Fig 4-b) correspond to the image

of one photon. We have applied the method of two-dimensional clutering to the
CCD pixels with the weight of the brightness. The cluster spreads over 3Å~3 pixels

typically with sigma of 180Å}40 Ym as shown in Fig. 5-a). The track has been
identified as a sequence of clusters. The density of the cluster for a MIP track has

been found to be e.551mm. The position of a cluster has been obtained as the center-

of-gravity of the brightness of pixels, and the position resolution deduced from the

residual distribution of the straight line fit on the clusters is 290 Am as shown in

Fig.5-b).

    This resolution, a., has been evaluated as;

                  acN fff2iber+a3cD+Sr -l- 6s2vsN270ptm, (4)

where aeys-- aZiign + a9ist•

   The a fibe. has been estimated to be 500 pt mlM from the size of scintillating
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fiber. The o ccD is about 90 ptm which has been obtained from the CCD pixel size,

about --22 pt m and the demagnification factor of IIT, about 13. The auT has been
measured to be about 30 Ym. We have estimated oa2iign + ad2ist to be 200 ptm by a

calibration using a reference pictures. The result is consistent with the measured

value as shown in Fig. 5-b).
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    An example of image of a 500-MeVlc proton which stopped in the SCIFI-target is
shown in Fig. 4-e). In contrast to the tracks of MIP's, photon clusters stick together

since the ionization of such a particle is more than four times as large as that of the

tarck of MIP. We have observed the difference between the tracks of low energy
particles and those of MIP's by means of the comparison of the brightness of the
clusters along the tracks. Figure 5-c) shows the distribution of density of brightness

along tracks of MIP's and that along typical :.- tracks(B •-- O.4) produced by the
(K-, Kt) reaction. The figure sbows the clear difference between them. In order to

treat tracks of MIP's and of low-energy praticles with the same algorism, we have

generally use of the straight-Iine fit on the pixels data weighted by the brightness.
The angular resolution for thei' tracks of MIP's has been evaluat6d' by means of the

comparison with the external tracks obtained with the K"F -spectrometer of which

angular resolution is less than 3 mrad for MIP's. The angular resolutiofi against the

track has been obtained as 6o -- 500flL mrad., where the L is the track length iR

mm. The contributioR of multiple scattering for the angular resolutiofl, which is
written as O.41•VZ mrad., is Regligibly small for the tracks of MIP's. It is, however,

considerably large for the tracks of low eRergy baryons. For example, the effect of
multiple scattering of the SOO-MeVlc proton track is given as 2.9•VI mrad,

3.3 Analysis of the SCIFI-data

We describe the method of analysis of the SCIFI-data. First of all, we describe the

scanning procedure to find a track in a picture. Then, the methods to obtain three-

dimensional track information is preseRted. Finally we demonstrate the performance

of the kinematical reconstruction.

3.3.1 Scanning ofevents
    A typical :.- decay event is shown in Fig. 6. First of all, K- and K" tracks

have been recogRized using the extemal positioR information given by the counter
system in the beam Iine afid the K+-spectrometer. The accuracy of the prediction for

the K" has been 500 pt m for the picture oR the X-Z projection and 800 pt m for the

Y-Z projection. ' Tke accuracy for the prediction of the beam positioR has been about

imm for both projections. Accidental overlapping of incideRt tracks have been
separated by means of those predictions.
   Tke (K-, K") reaction point has been identified as the cross point of the Kww and

K-- tracks. When the emission of one or more charged particles are observed, the
(Kww, K-+) reaction point has been appareRtly identified as a vertex of multi prongs.

   The :. ww's and 2-'s have been identified by observing the "kink" topology due

to weak-decays suclt as :. - - A rr- and 2h ---. n rr-. These weak-decays have been

identified also with the sudden change of the brightness, since the ionization of rr- , a

decay product, is 1/4 of that of slow hyperons. Weak-decays of A 's kave been
identified by "Vee"-like topology formed with the decay products, proton and rr-.
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6. The display of a typical :'- decay. The weak-decay sequences of :'- -
   A + ff- and A - p + n- are clearly identified. a) The X-Z projection
   obtained with the vertical IIT. b) The Y-Z projection obtained with the

                                         Å}-   horizontal IIT. The track prediction with the K' -spectrometer is also

   shown as lines on both pictures which have good agreement with the
   images of the track of K"s. c) Interpretations of the tracks in a) and b).

    Since the tracks on the X-Z and the Y-Z projections have the "same" Z-position,

the correspondence between the tracks on the two projections has been done by
referring the Z-position of stop or kink points. The tracks of escaped particles,

however, may have a stereo ambiguity similar to that of multi-wire chambers. Such

an ambiguity can be solved using the external information of the internal kinematical

constraint, for example, on the coplanarity.
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Fig. 7, a) The coplanarities of A -pn- decays. The coplanarity is defined as
      the angle between the direction of the mother particle and the decay
      plane. b) The distribution of the reconstructed mass of A from :'U
      decay.

    Positions of (K- , K') interactions and decay positions of hyperons such as the

Z.n  and A have been measured on an event-display screen. Those positions have
been examined by means of the method of the center-of-gravity of the brightness
inside the square of 2 mm around the measured position. For the track identification

a corridor has been defined along the track, and the pixels in the corridor have been

used for the straight-line fit to obtain a two-dimensional track. Finally the tracks in

both projections have been combined to obtain a three-dimensional track. The vertex

position has been defined as the closest position of the two tracks. The coplanarities

of the tracks of the particles in A - p rr- decay are shown in Fig. 7-a), which show

typical performance of the three-dimensional reconstruction in the SCIFI-target.

3.3.3 Kinematical reconstruction by means of the range measurement

The ranges of the particles have been obtained by the position measurement described

in the previous section. The kinetic energy can be determined by the range in the

SCIFI-target with the Bethe-Bloch formula. We have used the following empirical
formula instead of the Bethe-Bloch formula for the sake of simplicity;

           Table 4. The coefficients a and b for various particles which are
                   used for the calculation of the kinetic energy from the
                   range in the SCIFI-target. The parameters are given for
                   the range R in cm and the kinetic energy T in MeV (see

                   the text). '
rr proton 2L :.-

z  14.1

O.5653

 32.5

O.5553

 36.3

O.5535

 38.0

O.5521
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                                 T== aRb, (5)
where T is the kinetic energy of the particle, a and b are the constants given in Table

4 and R is the raRge in the SCIFI-target of the particle. The accuracy for the range

measurement has been 1 mm, which corresponds to the energy resolution of 109o for

stopped protons of 1 cm long. The calibration has been done with stopped protons
with the kinetic energy of 40 MeV at INS SF-cyclotron [33].

    If one of the charged particles frorn two-body decays stops in the SCIFI-target,

the mass Mo and momentum pe of the mother particle can be calculated as follows.

Using the measured range R and the decay angles e i and e 2 the momentum of the
mother particle, pe, is determined from the momenta of decay products pl and p2 as

                                                    sineiPo = Pi cosei + P2 cos 62, Pi : (a •Rb + Mi)2 - M,2 , p2 == p,                                                    sinO,' (6)

Here Mi is the rest mass of proton. Then the mass Mo can be obtained as

                M, = Eg-pg, E, :,/plJ?-ffil?, + p3+M,2. (7)

Here we need to assume the mass of the decay products Mi, and M2. The
reconstructed mass distribution of A are presented in Fig. 7-b), in which the mass
resolution is shown to be i5 MeVlc2.

3.3.4 Detection efficienciesfor scanning

Detectien of single tracks: A cluster with 3 photens or rnore has been required for

the identification of the track. Since a track of MIP produces a cluster with O.55

photon per mm in average, the track ef 15 mm long has about 8 photons, which gives

the detection efficiency of about 999o. If a particle doesn't pass througk two Iayers of

the scintillating-fiber-sheets, the track appears only in the X-Z or the Y-Z picture

since the fiber-sheets are stacked alternately for botlt directions. A track must be

longer than 1.5 rnrn (more than 3 Iayers) along the beam axis for three-dimensional

reconstructlon.

Detection efficiency for :' -: The rwL'-um and A are identified by observing their weak-

decay topologies that show "kink-track" or "Vee-track" iR pictures. The detection

efficiency for :'-'s is low in the case that the decay position of :'- is close to the
vertex point of tke (K-, K-) reaction. Such a Iow efficiency is due to the minimum

visible distance between the vertex position and the decay position in the SCIFI-target.

It is shown in the decay length distribution of xe.ww in Fig. 8-a). The detection

efficiency, 7 =-, as a function of the decay length, R =.,was deduced by comparing the

measured decay length distribution to that of the Monte Carlo simulatien. The
efficiency is consistent with unity if the decay Iength is longer than 5mm as shown in

Fig 8-b). We neglect the dependence of the efficiency on the thght length of rr-,R.,

since the track of ff- produced in the :'- decay has sufficiently lofig fiight length in

the SCIFI-target.

The detectien efficiency for A: The similar effects are also observed in the detection

of A 's by means of the search for "Vee-track". In this case, the efficiency, nA,

depends on the A decay lengtk, RA, and the flight-length of the shortest decay
products, Rp.
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    The decay length distribution of A and the fiight length distributioR of the
shortest decay products in the A decay are obtained from the Z.- decay events. We

have evaluated the detection efficiency of A by comparing them to the expected
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distributions derived from a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 9 shows the efficiencies

as a function of the decay length of A, 7A(RA), aRd that as a function of the length

of the shortest decay products, 7k(R.). Tke efficiencies, 7 =. (R =.) and V A(RA) are

in good agreement eack other, while 7A(Rp) shows higher values in the region of Rp

g5mm.
Examination by the simulated pictures: We have exmained V =. (R =.) and nA(RA,

R.) by scanBiRg the simulated picWres generated by the GEANT prograrn. The
pictures of guasi-free :.M productions in (CM,, with the decay sequences have been

reconstructed by the sarne method as the analysis of the experimental data. The
obtained efficiency curve for finding a rv...; ww as a function of the decay length agrees

with that of the experimeRtal data a shown in Fig. 8-b). In the region R=. 2 5 mm,

147 events have been found to be detected among 155 generated samples. It
corresponds to the efficiency of 959(o. The 9A(RA, Rp) also has been examined by

scanning tlte same pictures. In the region of RA 2 5 mm and Rp ) S mm total 44
events among 46 generated samples are detected. It correspoRds to the efficiency of

959o. Two eveflts kave not been found due to the accidental overlapping of tracks

described below.

Ineffr}ciency from other seurces: We discuss the origins of inefficiency which are not

attributed to the minimum visible distance between two tracks. Several cases are

considered.

   One of the sources is an accidental overlap of traeks at a vertex point. Such kind

of ifiefficiency occurs when a K+ track or a tracks of beam particle overlap

accidentally at the vertex point of a "Vee-track" in both of the X-Z and Y-Z pictures.

Tlte effect becomes negligible if tke distance between the vertex point and the track of

the particies is longer than 1 mm in either picture. Tke inefficiency due to the
overlapping has been estimated to be about 29(o iR the case of :. ww decays,

   The inefficiency comes also from the uncertainty of determination of the angle

between two decay products. The minimum detectable angle of a "kink-track" has
been estimated from the angular resolutioR of the SCIFI-target, which is about 50

mrad. for a track of lcm long. Although the inefficiency owing to such an origin is

negiigible in the case of :.rm decay, but the effects are strongly correlated with the

event kinematics. Detailed evaluation of the detection efficiency for the H -+ E- p
search is discussed in Section 4.

4 Analysis of the pessible candidates fer the H particle

4.1 Pre-selection by (K-,K") tagging

4.1.1 Analysis ofK-
   We have collected 5 Å~ 106 triggers iR the SCIFI-target. Tke background events

due to otker reaction included iR tke (K-,K") reactions have been eliminated in the

off--line analysis in order to obtain true (K-,I<V-) reactions.

   The K- 's have been selected using tke information of time-of-flight between Tl

and rl2 in tke off-line aRalysis. The TDC data of Tl and T2 have been corrected with

the pulse hight informatioR obtained with the ADC data. The resolution of time-of-
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flight was 85 psec. The obtained histogram of the time difference between Tl and T2

is shown in Fig.10-a). To reject the contamination with rr- andP, we have used K-

's of which deviation from the center of the time-of-flight spectrum was within Å}

300psec. The tracks of the K"'s have been obtained from the hit positions on BPC3-

5 and CDC using the beam transportation matrix, They have been useful for the
position prediction of K-  in the SCIFI-target. The reconstruction efficiency has been
809o.

4.1.2 AnalysisofK'
The tracks of scattered particles have been obtained from the hit positions on CDC,

DCI, DC2, DC3 and FTOF. The MOF has provided the vertical position by using
the time difference between the signal from the photo-tube on both the top and the

bottom of the counter. The spatial resolution is 14.8 mm in vertical direction. We

required the hits all on the vertical and horizontal planes of DCI, DC2, DC3 and at
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least 4 hits on CDC in the regiofl of the acceptance of the K' -spectrometer. We

have rejected the tracks of which positions predicted by rrOF is different from the

positions of the tracks bv rnore than 7 cm in horizontal or than 3 cm in vertical. The

background events due to K- decays have beeR rejected with this cut. The tracking
efficiency is about 809e in total.

    The velocity of the particle has been determined by the time-of-flight
measurement between T2 aRd FTOF after pulse-hight correctioR of TDC data. The
resolution of time-of-flight is 110 psec. The mass of the scattered particle has beeR

obtained from the momentum and the velocity. The obtained mass distribution is
shown in Fig.10-b). The particles in the mass region of 400 MeVlc2 to 600 MeVlc2 of

the spectrum has been selected as the K-"s. The mass resolution for the K-F is 18.5

MeVlc2. The obtained momentum spectrum for K" is shown in Fig.10-c). The
momentum resolution has been obtained to be O.59o at 1.1 GeVlc.
   The totai number of the (Kww ,K') reactions tagged by the spectrometer is about

10,OOO. The number of contamination misidentified as the K" deduced from the tail

of mass spectrum is less than 19o of the total number of the K". The backgrounds

are from (Knv,n') reactions, Another background is due to the KO productioR,

which are eliminated by analyzing the SCIFI-data as explained in Section 4.2.

4.2 Scanning ofguasi-free (K-,K') reaction

The pictures of (K-,K-") reactions tagged by the spectrometer have been scanned by

human eyes and have been categorized to the (K-,K-Y) reactions into several cases

according to the event topologies[33]. The results of the classification are shown in
Table 5. We Have required that the (K-,K-F) reaction point has beeR observed in

the fiducial area. We have rejected the background events due to tke neutral kaon

productions;

           KM+p-KO+n, KO---KO, then Ke+P--+K'+n, (8)
and

                Km +p- Ke+n, , then KO- n' + nf (9)

         Tab}e 5. The numbers of (K' ,K--) events and background events
                 deduced by scanning the pictures. Here "prediction
                 mismatcked" means the events of which positions of K+
                 tracks mismatches with tke predicted tracks frorn K"

                 -spectrometer•.

PK'2950 MeV/c PK" 21150 MeVlc
 (K-,K") in fiducial

(K-,K') out of fiducial

    neutral kaen

prediction mismatched

  double scattering

8294

1537

l72

359

47

697

149

57

44

8
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In the latter case,the rr+ has been miss-identified as the K+. These events have been

rejected by observing the disconnection of the K- track and the K' track which

corresponds to the neutral kaons. We have rejected the events of which K" or the
K' were scattered additionally in the picture. We have rejected also the events of

which the positions of the K' tracks mismatch with the predicted position given by the

information from the spectrometers.
    The number of (K- ,K') reactions after these selections is 8,294. We have
studied the pictures more carefully in the region where K' momenta are greater than

1150MeVlc in order to search for the H dibarypn which decays into E- and proton.

4.3 Searchfor theH decay in PK+ 21150 MeVlc
4.3.1 Expected signal of the H : decay topology

In this section we discuss the kinematics of production and decay of H into 2- p. We
have searched for the H produced in a carbon nucleus directly through the process;

   9

    Åí
x-
  <zi)-jrH'1

K+

K-

 K+

  @ Åí" tB
pi
       z-  /A

t

Fig. 11. A typical track image of H - E- p generated by the GEANT
       simulation. The production of H via a reaction K- + (pp)- K' + H

       and sequential weak decays, H - 2- + p,then E- - nT- are shown.
       Such a track image is named as "kinked Vee-track" which is expected to
       be detected in the SCIFI-target(see the text).
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                          KM+ ipP) -H+K+, (10)
 where (pp) is a proton-pair in a carbon nucleus.

    The momentum distribution of K" 's for the H mass of interest has been

 calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation assuming the process above. Tke results are
 shown in Fig.20-c). The mornentum of K" decreases with the iRcrease of the H
mass. The lower limit of K" is aboudlOO MeV!c for MHrr 2230 MeVlc2, We kave
put aR emphasis on the he-avy H search (2200 MeVlc2 g MH g 2230 MeVlc2). We
have analyzed the events in which K-"'s have rnomenta higher than l150 MeVlc. This

cut gives 909o efficiency for the analysis.

    Under these coRstraints the reactions'
                       ;7
                     Km+lpP)-H+K"+rrO, and (11)
' K-+ lpn) -H+ K"+nm (12)
are not allowed kinematically. Therefore,no ckarged particles should be observed at
the (K- ,K") vertex point except short ones (less than a few cm) whicli are possibly

low-energy protons evaporated from the residual nucleus. '' •
                                               '    A signature of the ll is the sequential weak decay chain;

                                               '                    H-+Xm+P, then Xm.nm+n. (13)
Fig.11 shows at typical event of the H decay generated by a Monte Carlo simuiation.
About 70% of the H with the lifetime of 3Å~ 10-ie is expected to decay in the SCIFI-

                   '               '                   tt                              '
    The charged decay products, the Åí- and proton, show a topology of a "Vee-
track" which is similar to that of A --+ rr- p decay. Since the ionization of Åí- and

proton are more than 4 times as large as tkese of minimum ionizing particles, a
sigRificant difference "brigktRess" of the tracks from minimum ionizing tracks can be

observed. About 509o of the protons stops in the SCIF-target and tlte rests escape

from target. Tlte mean decay length of Åí- is about 10 rnm. About 609o of Åí-'s is

expected to decay into tr-n with the 100a/e branching ratio in the SCIFI-target,and

about 10% is expected to stop and interact with material in the SCIFII-target. The

rests are expected to escape from the target. A momeRtum of the rr- from the 2-

decay is around 200 MeVlc. Although about 999o of rr- have momenta sufficient to
escape from the SCIFI-targeÅí, the reactioR cross section of rr- is large at this

momentum region (about 360 rnb for carbon) because of the A resonance. Thus
some of the rr- 's interact with a nucleus in the target. Taking tkis effect into

account, we have estimated that the probability of escape of n- from the target is

about 909e. It produces a minimum ionizing Åírack in the picture. Thus tke decay
chain of tke H is observed in the picture as a "kinked Vee-track" as shown in Fig,ll,

which we search for as the signature of H.

4.3.2 Requirements to search for "kinked Vee-traek"

Considering the conditions discussed above, we kave set the following requirements

for the "kinked Vee-track" as a H -. V..ww p candidate.

Requirement A: The two kink points, the decay point of H - V-- p (A in Fig.11) and
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    the decay point of 2ww - n rr- (B in Fig.11), are observed in the fiducial area of

    the picture.

Requirement B: The rr- from the 2- decay has a fiight length longer than 15 mm
    before it escapes from the fiducial area of picture.

    The Requirments A and B is the definition of the event topology of H decay.

As discussed in the case of the :.' decay in Section 3, the H whose decay point is

close to the production point is difficult to be detected by scanning. The same
difficulty occurs also for the decay of 2ww. To evaluate detection efficieRcies of these

events, we have considered a "kinked Vee-track" as a combination of a "Vee-track"

and a "kink-track". Then the detection efficiency of the "kinked Vee-track", 7 Kv, is

evaluated as a simple multiplication of the detection efficiency for :'- , n =. , and that

for A,nA, as;

                      rpKvNnA (RH, Rp) Å~nE (Rx) Å~ n, (14)

    The ? Kv is the detection efficiency of the H in the scanning of the "kinked Vee-

track" in the pictures. Here we used RN (decay length of the H) instead of RA in A

decay and RE (decay Iength of E) instead ofR=. in :.- decay.

    As shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9, the detection efficiencies for the Åí-, A and proton

are consisteRt with unity if the fiight length longer than 5 mm. On the basis of the

above result,we fulfill the following requirement.

Requirement C: The decay lengths of the H and the Eww produced in the decay H --.

    2Mp are Ionger than 5 mm. The fiight length of the produced proton is also
    longer than 5 mm.
    We have defined the detection efficiencies due to the following requirements D,E

and F as 7 .. The visibility is related to the angular resolutions of the tracks. Since

we have set the minimum length to be 5 mm for each track the angular resolution a o

is e.1 rad., which corresponds to the resolution of the opening angle of the kink to be

O.14 rad. We have required the angle between the Y-,- and the proton, 0 Åíp, aRd the

angle between the Åí- and the T- , 0Åí., to be greater than 2•oo,-O.28 rad. for
either projected plane, X-Z or Y-Z.

Requirement D: Both e Ep and e L- . are more than twice of the angular resolution,
    that is e.28 rad.,in either of the X-Z or Y-Z plane.

    To measure the three-dimensional positions of the initial and end points of tracks,

we have required all the charged tracks to pass through at least 3 layers df fiber-

sheets. It corresponds to the requirement for the fiight lengths of 2- , proton and
rr-  along the direction of the beam axis to be longer than 1.5 mm.

Requirement E: Charged tracks are longer than 1.5 mm perpendicular to the layers of

    the scintillating-fiber-sheets.

    As seen in Section 3, the overlapping of tracks of H - E-p witk the K" track or

that with other beam tracks causes the inefficiency. To avoid the ambiguity due to

overlap we require tke following condition,
Requirement F: The distance between the K"' track and the decay point of H is longer

    than 1 mm in either of the X-Z projection and the Y-Z projection.
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4.3.3 Detection efficiency of "kinked Vee-track"

The overall detection efficiency of the scan is;

            nff = rppK(Mff) Å~ rpdecay (Mff, Tff) Å~ nrrout Å~ tyKv (MH, Trr>, (15)

where the 7 pK is the fraction of the events in which momentum of K-Y is above 115e

MeVlc2. The 7 p,. is about e.95 for the total H production in the case of MH=:2200

MeVlc2 and about O.83 in the case of MH=:2230 MeVlc2. The V decay is a fractioR of

the events which satisfy Requirement A. It is determined by the lifetime of H and by

that of E ww. The 7decay calculated by a Monte Carlo simuiation is about 60qo for N
with the lifetime of 10-iOsec and about 309o for that with iO-9sec. The 1 .o.t is a

fraction of the events which satisfy Requirement B. The n rr out is insensitive to MH

and TH due to the large Q-value of the decay 2ww -. rr -n. It is 859(o for the Hwith
the mass of 2200 MeVlc2 and the lifetime of 3Å~ 10wwiesec.

    The q A (Rff,R.)Å~ ? =. (R E) is consistent with unity with Requirement C as

discussed in Section 3. From the Monte Carlo study, about 3e9o of the Ll remains
after Requireraent C are fulfilled for the "'s which have met Requirements A and B,

   The efficiencies 7D, VE and 7F due to Reguirements D, E and F, respectively,

have also been evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation. These efficiencies
discussed here are summarized iR Table.6.

Tab}e 6; The efficiencies of the cut according to
   MeVlc2 and the lifetime of 3 Å~ IO ww iOsec.

   efficiencies of the combined cuts. For
   shows that of the combined euts A te C.

RequiremeRts
 The values
example, the

A to F for the mass of 22ee
in the lower co}umn show the
efficiency in the column "C"

Requirement A B C D E F PK+)1150MeVlc
  efficiency of each cut (a/o)

efficiency of combined cut (9o)

515
51.5

87.1

44.8

29.2 94.6

13.1 12.4

89.8

11.2

97.8

10.9
2g2

    The detection efficiency of H, V H, wkich meets all the requirements A to F is

shown in Fig. 12 as functions of the mass and the Iifetime. The efficiency has highest
value, that is, 119o for H with the mass of 2230 MeVlc2 and the lifetime of 3Å~le-ie

sec. It slightly decreases with increase of the ll mass, whereas it is not so sensitive to

the Ll mass.
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       Fig. i2. efficieRcy
                                 MeV/c2
                                 efficiency as
                        T Jv is 3Å~10muiOsec and 3Å~10M9sec,respectively.

4.3.4 Eyaluation of the detection efficiency by scanning of the simulatedpictures

We have examined tke detection efficiency for the N by scanniRg simulated pictures of

the H -+ 2ww p decay like shown in Fig.11. In tkis sample, the lifetime of the H has
been set to be 3Å~10-iOsec and the mass to be 2200 MeVlc2. AIso RequiremeRts A

and B has been fulfilled.

    The correlation between RH and R2- with Rp )5 mm is shown in Fig.l3. The
closed circles show detected events wkich are scattered iR the region where the track

lengths are greater thaR 5 mm. The open circles correspond to the events which are

not detected ones. One could find undetected events spread almost in the region
where RH and RÅí are less than 5 mm.

    After all the cuts from C to F have been performed, 44 eveRts have been
found,while 45 events have been expected from the detection efficiency described in

the previous section. One eveRt ltas not been found since the distance between the
decay vertex of N . twYww p and the K" track is very close to the value required by F

(2.3 mm in the X-Z picture and O.9mm in the Y-Z picture). Thus we have concluded
that the detection efficiency is almost 100% with Requirements A to F.

   -10           -9                   -8 IO          IO                  10
  life time of H (sec)

       a)

The overail detection

efficiency as a function of the

efficiency for Miv = 2230
MeV/c2. b) The overall

cases that the

   2190 2200 2210 2220 2230
                           <Mev/c2>
              rr}a$s of H

                 b)

 of the H decaying into Egep. a) The
lifetime of H. The solid Iine shows the

   and the dashed line for MH == 22eO
     a functioR of the H mass for the
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                 decay length ofH (mm)
 The result of scanning of simulated pictures of ff. The correlation
 between the decay length of the H and that of the Erm is shown with the

 condition of the proton f!ight length being greater than 5 mm. The
 closed circles have been found by scanning, whi}e the open cireles have

 not been found.

4.4 Analysis ofH . Åí-p candidates

Search for H - E- p decay has been performed in the K+ momeRtum region greater

thaR 2150 MeVlc. The pictures of 697 events iR this regiofi have been scanned to find

a "kiRked Vee-track". First,we have carried out the cuts with Requirements A and B

in order to search for the "kinked Vee-track"s from the event topologies. If the U is
produced via the quasi-free process, Ro charged track is observed at the (K- ,K")

vertex as discussed before. Nevertheless, we have Rot required any hypothesis for the
topology of (K-,K") vertex in this scanRiRg in order to be free from unknown bias

about the production mechanism.

   After Requirements A and B, 6 events have remained. By Requirements C to F
applied for tkese 6 eveRts, 2 events are discarded, since one of the charged tracks in

"Vee-track" has not passed through more than 4 sheets. The 4 events have been
reconstructed as the final sample to be examined with the kinematical constraints of H

. Åíth p decay.

   The pictures of the 4 events are shown in Fig.14. The reconstructions of the
three-diinensional tracks have been doRe by the similar method as described in Section

3. The summary of the 4 events are listed in Table 7. The two evefits B aRd D are
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associated with one prong at the (K' ,K' ) vertexes which can be interpreted as

possible n- emissions via :.- decays with short decay length. However, we have
adopted them as candidates for further tests with kinematical constraints.

Table 7: The summary of H - 2- p candidates. The values with asterisk show the visible
        energy with escaped proton.

event A B C D
     K' momentum (MeVlc)
Number of prongs at (K',K") vertex

 Opening angle for H decay (rad.)

  Visible energy of proton (MeV)

   Visible energy of 2- (MeV)

  1189

   o
1.69Å}O.26

26.9Å}3.6

83.6Å}6.8

  1192

   1
1.10Å}O.16

29.5Å}2.7

75.5Å}1.6

  1169

   o
2.44Å}O.12

37.1Å}2.1

50.1Å}2.0

  1123
    1
1.59Å}O.07

73.4Å}1.3'

63.8Å}2.8

event A event B

 K+
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    There are several possibilities to "kinked Vee-track" faked by the decay products

of A from :.- decay at short distance or from :.- interactiofi in the Rucleus such as

:.- p -- A A. The first case is caused by the interaction of the protoR or rr-. [l]he

second case is caused by the infiight decay of the n- into pt-. The probability of

these cases has been estimated by using a Monte Carlo simulation. We have found
that O.559e of A's from :.- decays fakes the "kinked Vee-track" due to the interaction

of decay products, proton or rr- , and that O.0591o of the A 's fakes due to rr- --+ pt+

 V decay. Therefore, number of fake "kinked Vee-track" is expected to be 1.2 events

from A 's from :. be at short distance. Tltey are able to be eliminated by examination

using the kinematics of the H decay as shown later. The third case, A interaction

such as An - Åí- p, is rather serious, but the moraentum of A from (K- ,K')

reaction is arouRd 500 MeVlc which is lower thafi the threshold momentum, 670
}v{eVlc for this reaction. AssumiRg that cross section of the reactioR A +n . 2- +p

is about 100 mb, the probability of the reaction for A's from "k-l.- decays has been
estimated to be Iess than 10-4. We have found the fake events via the process is less

than O.02 events, which is negligibly sma}I.

4.4.1 Kinematicat constraints on the H candidates

We have examined the four candidates using kinematical constraints on tke H - 2- p
decay to separate from the background events. The first one is the "visible
momentum" of the H which is reconstructed by using the ranges and the emissioR
angles of the assumed Åí- and proton. The minimum energy of a particle can be
measured with its fiight length in the SCIFI-target as described ifi Sectiofi 3. It is

calied "visible energy".

            Tab}e 8: a) The visible momentum of the H (ew'S)
                       reconstructed from the visible energies of E- M
                       and proton. b) The "visible momentum" of A
                       (P'KS ) obtained by the same method under the
                       hypothesis that the A - p rr- decays produced
                       "kinked Vee-track"s (see the text).

event a) pt;{" (MeVlc) b) pXis (MeVlc)

g 1343Å}242

1155Å}600

772Å}4e9

1926 th 261

266Å}120

228Å}154

151Å}90

378Å}73

    The visible energy is equal to tlte kinetic energy of the particle if the particle

stopped in the SCIFI-target. If particle decays or escapes from the target, the visible

energy is srnaller thaR the real kinetic energy. lrhe visible energy of the Åí- , TE, is

obtaiRed as described in Section 3'
                            ,

                               Ts"a(RÅí)b, (16)
where RE is the decay length of the E-. The constant a and b are explaiRed in
Section 3. The visible momentum of Åí- , pg-'S , is obtained from TE aRd the rest mass

of the 2nv Ms- as
        ) ;-
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                          psis = (Tx + Ms)2 - ME2 .

The visible momeRtum of H is obtained from PY-..-rs , and the decay angles of the

and the proton,e E,ep as,

                      p&is = psis • (cosex + sinex /tanOp)•

             Table 9. The "visible momeAtum balance" for a) H "- Åíwwp
                     decay and b) A m+ p rrww decay.

 425

(17)

 2ww

(18)

event a)Ap"t'iS (MeVfc) b) ApXiS (Me Vlc)

g -367Å}91
-225Å}65
-215Å}57

-12Å}62
20Å}52
22 nk 45

)a
   2xeigv

nm
/leiswil

500

sc2

o

c

A

sgN

 Il
   s
aesewed region

- . .. Iimit t 7r hE-x 220C}MeV

   ----sk
-- Ss--h h-"'s--
   1 NS'ss

Emtt ter hlll# 2230MeV" N

   b)
   :t2oo

   gloo

  'f"  s"o H  m  E• A
  -ll -1oo

  g-,.

  S-3oo B
  6.  I9 -.oo

                     A

    -5oo      O O.5 S I.5 2' 2.S
                decay opening angle

upper line corresponds to the H mass of
                The areas below Åíhe
   b) The "visible mornentum balance" is

 ' angle. T}ie area H and A show
which are derived from the Monte Carlo
                   Åíunp with tlte H
 area A corresponds to tlte decay A .
 by the solid lines has 909o confidence

lt50 lf6e

   Fig.

1t70

15.

ITeO AIoo l2oo 1210 1220 1250 f240 l2sc

 K+momentum {MeVIc}
 a) The scatter plot of the visible momentum of the H and the momentum
 of KH' . The dashed lines correspond to kinematically allowed limits for

 the direct H production. Th
 2200 MeV!c2 and the lower line to 2230 MeVfc2.

 dashed lines are allowed regions.

 plotted against the decay opemng
 kinematically allQwed regions

 simulation. The area H corresponds to the decay H ---
 mass of 2230 MeVlc2, and the

p rr-. The boundaries shown
 level for the decays.

5
<rad.)

    The visible momentum which is calculated by
hypothesis that the "kinked Vee-track" corresponds to
results ofp"i.tiS andpX'S are listed iR Table 8. ThepkiS

against the K" momentum are shown iR Fig. 15-a).

the same metkod with the
the A --. p rr- decay. The

for the events A, B, C, and D

 The dashed line sltows the
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kinematical limit of the momentum of H calculated for the following process which has

the maximum Q-value;

                        K- +i2 C- K+ +iOB+ H. (19)
We have found that the two events A and D are inconsistent with the ,El "--. 2- p
hypothesis. With the A - p T- hypothesis, the visible momenta of the two events,
A and D, are consistent with a typical momentum of A from (KM,K+) reaction.

  The second constraint the "visible momentum balance" of the E' and proton frem

the H decay. The visible momenta of the 2ww and proton are obtained from their
flight lengths;

                         psis uc (T,+Mx)2-Mx2, (20)

                         p,"'s : (T,+M,)2 ts Mi (21)
where TE and Tp are the visible eRergies of 2- and proton obtained from their fiight

lengths, respectively. The visible momentum balance, ApVXS ,is defined as;

                       Ap&is :ppvis•sinep-psis•sineÅí. (22)

If the proton stops in the SCIFI-target, the ApVH'S should be a positive value, since the

pVpiS for the stopped proton is equal to the initial momentum, while the p"...iS for the

decaying 2- is always underestimated. The ApttS has been calculated for three

events A,B and C in which protons have stopped in the SCIFI-target. The Ap"A'S is

the visible momentum balance which is calculated by the safne method with the
hypothesis of A --+ pnM. The results are Iisted in Table.9. The correlation between
Aptt and the decay opening angle is shown in Fig 15-b). The region H and A show

kinematically allowed region with 909o confidence level. The area H corresponds to

the decay H- E- p, and the area A corresponds to the region due to A -+ p rr-.

The three events A, B and C are not consistent with the H but consistent with the A .

By combining the kinematical constraints discussed above, we have concluded that all

the 4 events A, B, C aRd D are fake events due to the A decays. Therefore, there

remains no candidate of the H - Åíww p decay.

5 Results and discussien

We have searched for the H in the decay products of tlte reaction, KM + C . K" +

H + X, in the SCIFI-data. The "kinked Vee-track" topology corresponding to the

sequential weak decay, H- S-- +p followed by Åí- - rrww +p, has been searched
for. Possible four candidates have been remained after scanning the SCIFI-data
where the K+" momentum is higlter than 1150 MeV!c. We kave rejected all the four

events as the fakes of A . p rr- decay by means of the' examination using the decay

kinematics. From the null observed candidate the upper lifnit for the production
cross section is obtained as'
                      ,
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Fig. 16. The obtained upper limit for the cross section of tke direct H production

       as a function of the fffetirne is shown. The branching for the decay H m-

       Åí-p is assurned to be leOa/o. The solid Iine corresponds to MH== 2200
       MeVfc2, and the dashed line corresponds te Mf.i = 2230 MeV/c2. The

       straight iine shows a theoretical prediction of the cross section. b) The

       upper limit for the cross section of the direct H production as a function
       of the mass of H with the llfetime of 3Å~ 10-iOsec is shown by the solid

       line. Tke branchings for the decay H --+ E-p is assumed to be 1009o.
       The dashed line shows the upper 1imit of the cross section deduced from
       only the missing mass spectrum of the (K- ,K" ) reaction (909o C.L.)

       obtained in this experimeRt iR Ref.[42,44].

2225- 22jO
  (MeVtc2}

                                 2.30                                         'a{K-,K+), (23)                     B,'aH f{g                             Al'(K-,K+) ' rpfi

where Br is the decay branching for H --. Åí- p. The ? H is the detection efficiency

for the decay H - E- p as described in Section 4.3. The upper limit for the aH
depends on the mass and the lifetime of H. lrhe a cK-,K+} is the differential cross
section of the (Kww ,K") reaction at O degree on (CH). target with PK-i- 2950 MeVlc.

The absolute cross secton has been obtained for K+ momentum greater than 950
MeVlc (8,294 events). The cross section of the (Kww ,K') reaction has been taken

from the experimental results in which the nuclear mass number depefldence of the

reaction was measured for various nuclear targets[36]. The 109o uncetainity of the

measured cross section has Rot been included here. The possibilty that the produced

:'- escapes from the target nucleus[33] stops outside of the nucleus[34] and is
absorbed in another nucleus is about 3% of the total (K-,K"') reactions. Therefore,

our measurement includes the production of H through the process. However, it
does not affect the final result of the upper limit for the direct H production cross

section, because no candidate of the H production has been found. The results are

shown as a function of the lifetime of H in Fig.16-a), and as a function of the H mass

in Fig.16-b).

   According to the prediction by Jaffe with the MIT bag model [2], the branching-
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ratios of the Hwhich decays into 2 baryons are expected as 2ww p:EOn:An==5:3:2. If
the ll mass is greater than 2190 MeVlc2, the decay H - Ap rr- is also allowed.

However, the branching of this decay is suppressed by the kinematical phase factor for
the ll mass near 2200 MeVlc2.

   It is difficult to assume the value of the branching ratio Br from the present

theoretical works. Accordingly, the obtained upper Iimit is presented here assuming

the branching ratio for the decay H - Åí- p to be 100%. The upper lirnit is found to
be to O.3 Yb to O.5 pt b with the ,U lifetime of 10-`Osec to 10'9 sec. The result is

insensitive to the H mass in the region higher tkan 220e MeVlc2 as shown in Fig.16-a).

The theoretical predictioR using the method of Arts aRd Dover [18] is also shown in

Fig.16-a). The obtained upper Iimit is of the same order as the predictions for the H
with the lifetime of 10-iO to 10-9sec aRd with assumption that the decay branching for

S..,- p is 2009o. The obtained upper Hmit is plotted as a function of the H mass for the
lifetime of 3Å~10H'Osec in Fig.16-b). The direct H production in this mass region was

also searched for by the analysis of the missing mass spectrum of (K-,K") reaction in

the experiment [34, 35] performed simultaneously with this experiment. It provided

the upper Iimit without assumption ef the decay branching-ratio of the H. The
dashed curves in Fig.16-b) show the results.

   Tlte present results which have been obtained by searching the decay of H iR the
SCIFI-data put the new limit for the H near the A A threshold (2200 MeVlc2 SMH
S2230 MeVlc2). It has been shown that the direct H production in this mass region

is rejected by raeans of the analysis of missing mass spectrum as well as the searching

for the decay products in the SCIFI-data.

6 Conclusion

The H dibaryon search via (K+,K') reactions with the Kww momentum of 2.66 GeVlc

has been performed at KEK 12-GeV ProtoR Synchrotron. In the present experiment
a newly developed detector, SCIFI-target have beefi used as a visual detector iR order
to detect the image of (K-,K") reactions followed by the ll decay into E-p in the

target. The K+ -spectrometer which tags the (K-,I<+) reactions has been used to

confirm double strangeness transfer in the SCIFI-target. The SCIFI-target coRsists of

3e,OOO plastic scintillating fibers which are viewed by two sets of image intensifier

tubes from the orthogonal directions providing three-dimensional information of the

tracks. The tracks have beeR clearly identified as sequences of bright spots. The

position resolutioR of the centroid of spot has been obtained to be 290 pt m.

   The H dibaryon through the direct production process, Kww ÅÄ C - K" + H + X

followed by the sequential weak-decay. H - 2- + p, then 2- - rr- +n, has been
searched for in about 8,OOO pictures of (K-,K+) reactions tagged with the K'

-spectrometer having the momentum resolution of O.5% and the mass resolution of
18.5 MeVlc2 for K"'s of 1.1 GeV/c.

  The candidates of the possible H decays into 2-p have been examined whether the

decay kinematics are satisfied by the visible energy determined from the ranges of

decay products. No cafididate of the H decay has been fouRd. The upper limit of
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the production cross section of H decaying into Åí- p has been obtained to be O.35 Yb
to O.5 pt b fo'r the H with the mass of 2200 to 2230 MeVlc2 and the lifetime of 10-'O to

10e9 sec.

   The SCIFI-target has played important roles in this experiment owing to its
unique feature as the triggerable visual detector. It has been worked as an active
target providing three-dimensional informatioR on (K- ,Kr" ) interaction vertexes,

wkich ltas been used to reject background reactions such as neutral kaon productions,

It has been also used to detect weak decay products of hyperons such as :. ww ,A and
the H produced via (Kww ,K') reactions. In addition, the method of kinematical cuts

has been successfully applied to separate the H decays from the background events

due to A decays using the SCIFI-target.

   In tlte present experimeRt the scintillating fiber has been used as an active target

for the first time, and such a triggerable vertex detector has been proved to be useful,

and the method for applying it to the scattering experiment has been established.

Several kiRds of experiments of hyperon-neucleon scattering has been performed and

planned by using the SCIFI-target [37, 38, 39]. We believe that it will open a new

field of particle and nuclear physics in future.
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